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Surface roughening and rippling during plasma etching of silicon:
Numerical investigations and a comparison with experiments
Hirotaka Tsuda,a) Nobuya Nakazaki, Yoshinori Takao,b) Koji Eriguchi, and Kouichi Onoc)
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University,
Kyoto-daigaku Katsura, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto 615-8540, Japan
(Received 23 December 2013; accepted 21 April 2014; published 14 May 2014)
Atomic- or nanometer-scale surface roughening and rippling during Si etching in high-density Cl2
and Cl2/O2 plasmas have been investigated by developing a three-dimensional atomic-scale
cellular model (ASCeM-3D), which is a 3D Monte Carlo-based simulation model for
plasma–surface interactions and the feature profile evolution during plasma etching. The model
took into account the behavior of Clþ ions, Cl and O neutrals, and etch products and byproducts of
SiClx and SiClxOy in microstructures and on feature surfaces therein. The surface chemistry and
kinetics included surface chlorination, chemical etching, ion-enhanced etching, sputtering, surface
oxidation, redeposition of etch products desorbed from feature surfaces being etched, and
deposition of etch byproducts coming from the plasma. The model also took into account the ion
reflection or scattering from feature surfaces on incidence and/or the ion penetration into substrates,
along with geometrical shadowing of the feature and surface reemission of neutrals. The simulation
domain was taken to consist of small cubic cells of atomic size, and the evolving interfaces were
represented by removing Si atoms from and/or allocating them to the cells concerned. Calculations
were performed for square substrates 50 nm on a side by varying the ion incidence angle onto
substrate surfaces, typically with an incoming ion energy, ion flux, and neutral reactant-to-ion flux
ratio of Ei¼ 100 eV, Ci0¼ 1.0 1016 cm2s1, and Cn0/Ci0¼ 100. Numerical results showed that
nanoscale roughened surface features evolve with time during etching, depending markedly on ion
incidence angle; in effect, at hi¼ 0 or normal incidence, concavo-convex features are formed
randomly on surfaces. On the other hand, at increased hi¼ 45 or oblique incidence, ripple
structures with a wavelength of the order of 15 nm are formed on surfaces perpendicularly to the
direction of ion incidence; in contrast, at further increased hi 75 or grazing incidence, small
ripples or slitlike grooves with a wavelength of <5 nm are formed on surfaces parallel to the
direction of ion incidence. Such surface roughening and rippling in response to ion incidence angle
were also found to depend significantly on ion energy and incoming fluxes of neutral reactants,
oxygen, and etch byproducts. Two-dimensional power spectral density analysis of the roughened
feature surfaces simulated was employed in some cases to further characterize the lateral as well as
vertical extent of the roughness. The authors discuss possible mechanisms responsible for the
formation and evolution of the surface roughness and ripples during plasma etching, including
stochastic roughening, local micromasking, and effects of ion reflection, surface temperature, and
ion angular distribution. Moreover, plasma etching experiments of blank Si substrates in Cl2 were
conducted by varying the rf bias power or ion incident energy to verify the validity of our
ASCeM-3D model. A comparison of the etch rate and root-mean-square (rms) surface roughness
between experiments and simulations indicated that the ASCeM-3D with hi¼ 0 reproduces well
the experiments at Ei< 250 eV, while does not reproduce the rms roughness at higher Ei> 250 eV,
where the roughness decreases with increasing Ei in experiments, while continues to increase with
Ei in simulations. Possible mechanisms for this disagreement at increased Ei are discussed with the
help of several plasma and surface diagnostics and classical molecular dynamics simulations for
Si/Cl and Si/SiCl systems.VC 2014 American Vacuum Society.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4874309]
I. INTRODUCTION
Plasma etching technology is now widely employed in
manufacturing integrated devices such as ultralarge-scale
integrated (ULSI) circuit devices1,2 and microelectromehani-
cal systems (MEMSs).3 As ULSI circuit device dimensions
continue to be scaled down,4 increasingly strict requirements
are being imposed on plasma etching technology.5 The
requirements include the precise control of profile, critical
dimension (CD), and their microscopic uniformity (or
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aspect-ratio dependence), together with that of etch rate, se-
lectivity, and damage. The precise control of Si etching in
Cl- and Br-based plasmas is indispensable for the fabrication
of gate electrodes and shallow trench isolation,1,2 through
suppressing profile anomalies of sidewalls and bottom surfa-
ces of the feature. Sidewall anomalies, such as tapering,
bowing, footing (or bottom corner rounding), and notching,
largely affect the CD and its difference between isolated and
dense patterns and also between p- and n-type gates.6
Anomalies of bottom surfaces, such as microtrenching and
roughening, affect the uniformity of bottom surfaces and
lead to pitting or punchthrough of gate oxides.7
Atomic- or nanometer-scale roughness on etched feature
surfaces has also become an important issue to be resolved
in the fabrication of nanoscale microelectronic devices,
because the roughness formed during plasma etching8–31
would be comparable to the CD and the thickness of the
layer being etched and/or the layer underlying. In gate fabri-
cation, the roughness on feature sidewalls is responsible for
the line edge roughness (LER) and line width roughness
(LWR),32,33 which cause the variability in gate or channel
length and thus lead to that in transistor performance.34,35
Moreover, in advanced three-dimensional (3D) device struc-
tures such as fin-type field effect transistors (FinFETs),5,34,36
the effects of the fin as well as the gate LER and LWR
become significant,34 because LER and LWR occur also in
the fin etch process,5,36 and the conducting channel of
FinFETs is formed on the top and sidewall surfaces of the
fin. The roughness at the feature bottom affects the uniform-
ity of bottom surfaces, which is responsible for a recess and
damage in substrates,37 and, in turn, also leads to the vari-
ability in transistor performance.
The surface roughness formed during plasma etching of
Si is also an important issue in MEMS fabrication processes,
although the device dimensions are much larger than those
of ULSI devices. In practice, the surface roughness is appre-
ciated to affect the performance of MEMS through the frac-
ture strength of fabricated microstructures38 and the friction
force between moving microparts.39 Additionally, the proc-
essing time for etching deep microstructures is significantly
long as compared to that in ULSI processes, which in turn
would lead to the growth of more significant surface rough-
ness in MEMS processes.
Several experiments have been concerned with the forma-
tion and evolution of surface roughness during etching




14 and Ar (Ref. 24) plasmas, and also in XeF2 gases
with18 and without12 Arþ ion beams. Correspondingly, sev-
eral theoretical and/or numerical studies have been made to
interpret the roughness experimentally observed in plasma
etching, using a continuum model,13–16 Monte Carlo simula-
tion,15,16,22,23,28,29,31 and classical molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation.10,30 The low-level surface roughening at the ini-
tial stage of plasma exposure is generally assumed to be
caused by the noise (or stochastic roughening due to the uni-
formity of incident fluxes of ions and/or neutral etchants on
surfaces at microscale);13–16,24,28 however, it is not sufficient
for interpreting the following evolution of roughness with
time, which has further invoked a few qualitative mecha-
nisms such as geometrical shadowing,13 surface reemission
of etchants,14–16,22 and effects of etch inhibitors.23,31 More
generic (2þ 1)-dimensional or 3D Monte Carlo simulations
have recently been performed to reproduce the surface fea-
tures roughened in Ar (Ref. 28) and SF6 (Ref. 31) plasma
etching of Si, taking into account surface chemistries such as
sputtering and ion-enhanced etching with inhibitor deposi-
tion. However, the mechanisms for surface roughening dur-
ing plasma etching are not yet fully understood, depending
on a number of factors in processing.
Moreover, a number of experiments have been concerned
with the surface roughness formed on feature sidewalls dur-
ing plasma etching of patterned Si wafers to understand the
origin of LER and LWR, and to find the way of reducing
them as much as possible in the fabrication process for
microelectronic devices.32–36 Sidewall roughening of the
feature being etched is assumed to be caused by the pattern
transfer of the mask edge roughness (resulting from lithogra-
phy) into the underlayers being etched and also by that of
grain boundaries of polycrystalline films to be etched into
themselves.32–36 In practice, the addition of depositive gas
species such as CF4 and/or reactive gases such as HBr giving
depositive etch byproducts is often invoked to control and
suppress the sidewall roughness in poly-Si gate and
single-crystalline Si (c-Si) fin fabrication processes,32,36
through etch inhibitor deposition or passivation layer forma-
tion on feature sidewalls. On the other hand, the sidewall
roughness would also be caused by plasma–surface interac-
tions themselves on feature sidewalls, where the ion inci-
dence is assumed to be off normal or oblique to the surface
being etched. However, in plasma etching for pattern defini-
tion, it is hard to distinguish the sidewall roughness caused
by plasma–surface interactions from that caused by espe-
cially the pattern transfer of the mask edge roughness. Only
several studies of Sawin et al. have so far been concerned
with the sidewall roughening originating from plasma–
surface interactions during plasma etching, through investi-
gations of the effects of the oblique ion incidence on blank
substrates: 3D cellular Monte Carlo simulations of Si (Ref.
28) and SiO2 (Refs. 28 and 29) etching in Ar and C4F8/Ar
plasmas, respectively, and the experiments of Ar plasma
beam etching of Si, SiO2, and low dielectric constant (low-k)
films,24 C2F6/Ar plasma beam etching of low-k films,
20 and
C4F8/Ar plasma beam etching of SiO2 (Refs. 21 and 29) and
low-k films.21
We have developed a semi-empirical, atomic-scale cellu-
lar model (ASCeM) for simulating plasma–surface interac-
tions and the resulting feature profile evolution during
plasma etching of Si, based on the Monte Carlo algorithm
with the cell removal method for interface evolution;40–47 in
effect, a two-dimensional ASCeM model (ASCeM-2D)
reproduced the evolution of nanometer-scale profile anoma-
lies on sidewalls and bottom surfaces of the feature, together
with pattern-size or aspect-ratio dependences of them, during
Si trench etching in Cl2 and Cl2/O2 plasmas.
40–45 However,
the ASCeM-2D was found to be insufficient to reproduce the
nanoscale surface roughness formed during plasma etching,
031212-2 Tsuda et al.: Surface roughening and rippling during plasma etching of silicon 031212-2
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probably because the formation and evolution of roughness
is 3D as well as stochastic.24,28 Therefore, we have recently
developed a 3D ASCeM model (ASCeM-3D) to simulate the
evolution of 3D feature profiles, including nanoscale surface
features such as roughness, during Si etching in Cl-based
plasmas.46,47 Preliminary results showed nanoscale surface
roughening and also rippling during Si etching in Cl2 plas-
mas, in response to ion incidence angle onto blank substrate
surfaces,47 as has been indicated numerically and experi-
mentally in Ar plasma etching of Si.24,28
This paper presents more details of the ASCeM-3D simu-
lation of Si etching in Cl2 and Cl2/O2 plasmas, together with
a comparison with our plasma etching experiments.
Emphasis is placed on a better understanding of plasma–
surface interactions that are responsible for the nanoscale
surface roughening and rippling during plasma etching. It
should be noted that on nanometer scale, stochastic mecha-
nisms would be more important, because reactive particles
incident on surfaces during etching are few in number; e.g.,
the number of incident ions is of the order of 100, during
etching 1-nm2 surfaces in a depth of 1 nm (as will be men-
tioned later). Section II describes the ASCeM-3D model and
numerical procedures. Numerical results are then given for
the formation and evolution of surface roughness and ripples
in response to ion incidence angle, including effects of
plasma parameters such as ion incident energy, neutral reac-
tant-to-ion flux ratio, and surface inhibitor-to-ion flux ratio.
The etch or surface inhibitors concerned are oxygen and etch
byproducts, and the roughened feature surfaces are analyzed
in terms of vertical and in some cases lateral extent of the
roughness. Then, Sec. III gives the experimental setup and
the results for inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching of
Si in Cl2, together with those of several plasma and surface
diagnostics. A comparison of the etch rate and root-mean-
square (rms) surface roughness is made between the experi-
ments and the ASCeM-3D simulations with normal ion
incidence as a function of rf bias power or ion incident
energy to verify the validity of our ASCeM-3D model. Some
MD simulations are also invoked to further understand the
atomistic mechanisms related to effects of etch byproduct




Figure 1 shows a schematic of the ASCeM-3D model for
Si etching in Cl2 and Cl2/O2 plasmas, together with the coor-
dinate system (x, y, z) presently employed. The ASCeM-3D
methodology has been described in part in our previous
papers,46,47 together with the surface chemistry and kinetics
concerned, which is basically an extension of the
ASCeM-2D.40–45 In more detail, the simulation domain is
a square W¼ 50 nm on a side with a depth of 630 nm, con-
sisting of a number of small cubic cells of atomic size
L¼ qSi1/3¼ 2.7 A˚ (185 185 2333  8 107 cells in
total), where qSi¼ 5.0 1022 cm3 is the atomic density
of Si substrates. The substrates initially occupy a lower
620-nm-deep layer therein (or the substrate surfaces are ini-
tially flat, being located 10 nm downward from the top of the
domain). The cells are assumed to be rigid, and Si atoms are
allocated at the center of substrate cells as a point mass. It
should be noted that the atomic-scale cell size L presently
employed is one of the prominent features characterizing the
ASCeM model, being about an order of magnitude smaller
than that of other cell-based simulation models.22,23,28,29,31
In addition, the ASCeM cannot reproduce phenomena
depending on the crystallinity of substrates, because it is not
taken in the model.
2. Particle injection and transport
We consider energetic ions (Clþ), neutral reactants or
etchants (Cl), reactive neutrals (O), and etch and/or sputter
byproducts (SiClx, SiClxOy), which are randomly allocated
at the top of the simulation domain, being successively
injected therefrom (or from the plasma) onto substrates with
given energies, fluxes, and angular distributions;42,46 con-
cretely, the incoming ions are taken to have a Gaussian-like
anisotropic angular distribution around the incidence angle
hi, while neutrals have an isotropic distribution. Moreover,
etch and/or sputter products (SiClx, SiClxOy) are taken to be
desorbed from substrate surfaces being etched into vacuum,
thermally or isotropically with the so-called cosine distribu-
tion. These incoming particles and desorbed products are
also assumed to be point masses.
Transport of ions and neutrals in the ASCeM-3D is ana-
lyzed in three dimensions (x, y, z) with periodical boundary
conditions in the horizontal direction, based on single-
particle trajectories with three velocity components (vx, vy,
vz). The particles are assumed to move straight from the top
of the simulation domain onto substrate surfaces and then
into microstructures thereon, without collisions with other
particles in vacuum, where their transport is calculated every
movement of step L, taking into account geometrical shad-
owing effects of the structure; then, the particles are assumed
FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of our Monte Carlo-based ASCeM-3D
model for simulating plasma–surface interactions and the feature profile
evolution during plasma etching, together with the coordinate system (x, y,
z) presently employed. The simulation domain is a square 50 nm on a side
with an initial depth of 630 nm, which is divided into a number of small
cubic cells of atomic size L¼ 2.7 A˚. In the figure, hi is the ion incidence
angle onto substrate surfaces, while h is the local ion incidence angle on
microscopically roughened feature surfaces thereon. The local surface nor-
mal on feature surfaces is calculated by the extended four-point technique
for 5 5 5 neighboring cells (125 cells in total) at around the substrate
surface cell that the ion reaches.
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to reach the surface if there is a Si atom in any of the 26 cells
neighboring the cell which the particle concerned is in. The
local surface normal and thus the local angle h of incidence
on microstructural feature surfaces is calculated by using the
extended four-point technique40,42,46,48 for 5 5 5 neigh-
boring cells (125 cells in total) at around the substrate sur-
face cell that the particle reaches, as shown in Fig. 1; this is
one of the key procedures in the cell-based simulations such
as ASCeM, because the surface chemistry and kinetics cal-
culations rely crucially on the local incidence angle h, as
mentioned below. Note that h¼ hi for completely planar sub-
strate surfaces. In addition, feature surfaces are taken to be
charge neutral during etching, owing to the Auger process
for energetic ions incident on surfaces.
3. Surface chemistry and kinetics
The ASCeM-3D takes into account surface chemistry and
kinetics on substrates,42,46 based on the 3D Monte Carlo
algorithm: surface chlorination (or adsorption and reemis-
sion of neutrals), chemical etching, ion-enhanced etching,
sputtering, surface oxidation, redeposition of etch and/or
sputter products desorbed from feature surfaces being
etched, and deposition of etch and/or sputter byproducts
coming from the plasma; the latter three lead to the forma-
tion of surface inhibitor or passivation layers, which are
taken to be removed by sputtering through energetic ion
bombardment. These are assumed to occur on substrate sur-
face cells (or the outermost surface cells), each of which is
allowed to contain four Cl, two Cl and one O, or two O
atoms at maximum, in addition to one Si atom.
Surface chlorination is induced by adsorption of neutral
reactants Cl, where the sticking probability is taken to be
Sn¼ 1 x/4 on SiClx (0 x 4) and Sn¼ 1 (xþ 2 y)/4 on
SiClxOy (0 x 2 for y¼ 1, x¼ 0 for y¼ 2) surfaces; other-
wise, neutral Cl atoms are assumed to be reemitted thermally
or reflected randomly with a probability (1 Sn) from the
surface into vacuum, which then move further toward
another surfaces of the feature or go out of the simulation
domain. Moreover, surface oxidation is induced by adsorp-
tion of strongly reactive O neutrals, where the sticking prob-
ability is taken to be So¼ 1 on SiClx (0 x 4) and
So¼ 1 y/2 on SiClxOy (0 x 2 for y¼ 1, x¼ 0 for y¼ 2)
surfaces, resulting in emission of displaced Cl atoms ther-
mally or isotropically therefrom into vacuum; otherwise,
neutral O atoms are also assumed to be reemitted thermally
with a probability (1 So), similarly as for Cl neutrals.
Spontaneous or purely chemical etching is assumed to occur
on fully chlorinated SiCl4 surfaces, and the corresponding
reaction probability aSiCl4 is taken from the known data
depending on surface temperature Ts.
49
The yield for ion-enhanced etching through energetic Clþ
ion incidence on chlorinated surfaces of Si is taken to be
YSiClx¼ (x/4)YSiCl4 (1 x 4), where YSiCl4 is the etch yield
for Clþ on Si surfaces chlorine saturated. The yield YSiCl4 is
taken from the known model depending on ion incident
energy Ei and angle h on the surface,
50 together with the
sputter yield YSi for Cl
þ on Si;51 then, the threshold energy
is assumed to be Eth¼ 12.0 eV for YSiCl4,52 and Eth¼ 29.7 eV
for YSi,
53 in view of the experiments of Cl2 plasma beam,
52
Clþ plus Cl/Cl2 beam,
54 and Clþ beam etching of Si (Refs.
54 and 55) as well as the analytical models for sputtering.53
The etch or sputter yield for Clþ ions incident on oxidized Si
surfaces is assumed to be YSiClxOy¼ 4.0 [(1þ xþ y)/4]2 YSiO2
(0 x 2 for y¼ 1), in view of the experiments of Arþ plus
Cl/Cl2 beam etching of Si and SiO2,
56 where YSiO2 is the
sputter yield for Clþ on SiO2. The Ei and h dependences of
YSiO2 are taken to be the same as those of YSi, with the
threshold Eth¼ 40 eV;56 then, the etch selectivity is assumed
to be YSi/YSiO2¼ 8 at Ei¼ 100 eV and h¼ 0, in view of the
experiments of Arþ beam incidence on Si and SiO2 in Cl2.
57
Redeposition of etch/sputter products desorbed from fea-
ture surfaces being etched, together with deposition of etch/
sputter byproducts coming from the plasma, is taken to occur
according to the ballistic deposition model.58 The etch/sput-
ter product and byproduct species concerned are silicon
chlorides SiClx, oxides SiOy, and oxychlorides SiClxOy, in
addition to Si. The etch/sputter products are assumed to stick
or redeposit on all feature surfaces (blank, chlorinated, oxi-
dized, and deposited surfaces) with a probability Sq¼ 0.05;42
otherwise, they are reemitted thermally or reflected ran-
domly with a probability (1 Sq) from the surface into vac-
uum, which then move further toward another surfaces of
the feature or go out of the simulation domain. Similarly, the
incoming etch/sputter byproducts are also assumed to stick
or deposit on all feature surfaces with a probability
Sp¼ 0.05,42 and otherwise, they are reemitted thermally with
a probability (1 Sp). The removal of deposited surfaces is
taken to be caused by etching and/or sputtering through ener-
getic Clþ ion bombardment, according to the same chemistry
and kinetics as mentioned above; then, the deposited Si,
SiClx, SiOy, and SiClxOy are assumed to be removed or de-
sorbed from the surface, thermally or isotropically with the
cosine law, similarly as for the desorption of etch/sputter
products and the surface reemission or reflection of neutrals.
Moreover, the ASCeM-3D takes into account two-body
elastic collisions between energetic ions and substrate Si
atoms,41,47 to analyze the ion reflection or scattering from
feature surfaces on incidence into vacuum and the ion pene-
tration into substrates.59,60 The analysis is also based on the
3D Monte Carlo calculation of ion trajectories according to
the momentum and energy conservation through successive
collisions with substrate Si atoms; then, the ions reflected
from the surface into vacuum move further toward another
surfaces of the feature or go out of the simulation domain.
The interaction potential for Cl–Si employed is the
Ziegler–Biersack–Littmark (ZBL) type.61,62 In calculating
the ion-related yields YSi, YSiClx, YSiOy, and YSiClxOy, the ion
energy concerned is taken to be its incident energy Ei in the
case of penetration, while the energy loss or deposit energy
on surfaces DEi¼Ei  Er in the case of reflection, where Er
is the ion energy after reflection. It should be noted that the
reflection and penetration of energetic ions incident on fea-
ture surfaces is a second one of the prominent features char-
acterizing the ASCeM model; in practice, without the effects
of ion reflection from surfaces on incidence, the ASCeM
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does not reproduce the evolution of 3D nanoscale surface
features such as roughness and ripples as shown below and
that of 2D nanoscale profile anomalies such as microtrench
and micropillars as reported previously.43–45
4. Surface advancement
Surface advancement, or the evolution of interfaces
between vacuum and substrate surfaces, is given by removal
and/or addition of Si atoms to the cells concerned;42,46 in
practice, Si atoms are removed from the substrate surface
cells, together with the neutrals contained therein (or the
outermost surface cells become empty), when the etching/
sputtering causes the desorption of etch/sputter products. On
the other hand, Si atoms are newly allocated to the cells
neighboring the outermost surface cells, together with the
neutrals accompanied, when the redeposition and/or deposi-
tion of etch/sputter products occur. In addition, Si-
containing cells floating in vacuum often occur during simu-
lation, which are removed by percolation according to the
Hoshen–Kopelman algorithm;63–65 this is a second one of
the key procedures in the cell-based simulations such as
ASCeM, because unphysically roughened surface features
tend to occur without percolation.
B. Numerical results and discussion
We simulate the evolution of surface features during 120 s
after the start of etching, for different ion incidence angles of
hi¼ 0–85, ion incident energies of Ei¼ 20–500 eV, incom-
ing neutral reactant-to-ion flux ratios of Cn
0/Ci
0¼ 10–500,
incoming oxygen-to-ion flux ratios of Co
0/Ci
0¼ 0–0.5, and
returning probabilities of Pr¼ 0–0.5 for the etch/sputter prod-
ucts desorbed. Here, Pr is the probability assumed originally
in the ASCeM model,42 for the return of the etch/sputter
products that have been desorbed from feature surfaces into
vacuum and then gone out of the simulation domain (or gone
out into the plasma) during etching; in practice, the incoming
flux of etch/sputter byproducts from the plasma onto substrate
surfaces is given by Cp
0¼PrCqs during etching, where
Cq
s¼qSiER is the flux of etch/sputter products desorbed
from feature surfaces being etched with an etch rate ER. An
incoming ion flux Ci
0¼ 1.0 1016 cm2s1, ion temperature
kTi¼ 0.5 eV (R¼Ei/kTi is a measure of the angular distribu-
tion of incoming ion fluxes), and neutral or gas temperature
Tg¼ 500 K are fixed in this study, together with the dopant
concentration Ne¼ 1.0 1018 cm3 and surface temperature
Ts¼ 320 K of substrates. These conditions are typical for Si
etching in high-density plasmas, such as ICP and electron
cyclotron resonance plasmas,66–68 where the ion-enhanced
reactions are assumed to be dominant mechanisms for etching.
1. Effects of ion incidence angle (hi)
Figure 2 shows typical snapshots of the surface features
of Si (or typical 3D plots of the location of the outermost
substrate cells on etched surfaces) at t¼ 20 s after the start of
etching in Cl2 plasma, simulated for different ion incidence
angles hi¼ 0, 45, 75, and 80. Calculations were made
with an ion energy Ei¼ 100 eV and neutral-to-ion flux ratio
Cn
0/Ci
0¼ 100 in the absence of surface oxidation and depo-
sition of etch/sputter byproducts (Co
0¼Cp0¼ 0). Note that
the angle hi¼ 0 corresponds to the situation on top and bot-
tom surfaces of patterned features being etched, and the
increased hi¼ 45, 75, and 80 to the situation on tapered
sidewalls of the feature, as inset schematically in the figure.
The results indicate that roughened features of the order of a
few nm occur on etched surfaces, depending markedly on
the angle hi of ion incidence. In effect, at hi¼ 0 or normal
incidence, concavo-convex features are formed randomly on
surfaces. On the other hand, at increased hi¼ 45 or oblique
incidence, ripple structures are formed on surfaces perpen-
dicularly to the direction of ion incidence; in contrast, at fur-
ther increased hi¼ 75 and 80 or grazing incidence, small
ripples or slitlike grooves are formed on surfaces parallel to
the direction of ion incidence. Similar surface features were
found to occur in response to hi, for rectangular substrates of
50 100 nm2 and 100 50 nm2 as well as for square ones
of 50 50 nm2.
Figure 3 shows the time evolution of surface features of
Si during etching in Cl2 plasma, simulated for different ion
incidence angles in the range hi¼ 0–80 under similar cal-
culation conditions of Fig. 2 (Ei¼ 100 eV, Cn0/Ci0¼ 100,
Co
0¼Cp0¼ 0). The results indicate that soon after the start
FIG. 2. (Color online) Typical surface features of Si at t¼ 20 s after the start
of etching in Cl2 plasma, simulated with the ASCeM-3D for different ion
incidence angles of hi¼ (a) 0, (b) 45, (c) 75, and (d) 80. Inset is a sche-
matic of the corresponding situations on patterned feature surfaces.
Calculations were made with an ion energy Ei¼ 100 eV, ion temperature
kTi¼ 0.5 eV, ion flux Ci0¼ 1.0 1016 cm2s1, and neutral-to-ion flux ratio
Cn
0/Ci
0¼ 100, in the absence of incoming fluxes of oxygen and etch/sputter
byproducts from the plasma (Co
0¼Cp0¼ 0). The neutral or gas temperature
was taken to be Tg¼ 500 K, the surface temperature of substrates
Ts¼ 320 K, and the dopant concentration therein Ne¼ 1.0 1018 cm3.
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of etching, the initially planar surfaces are roughened ran-
domly with small concavo-convex features at any angle hi of
ion incidence, while the evolution of surface features there-
after depends largely on hi. At hi¼ 0 or normal incidence,
small concavo-convex features continue to evolve into larger
ones with time. On the other hand, at hi¼ 45 or oblique
incidence, small concavo-convex features tend to merge
with each other with time (t> 5 s) to form small convex fea-
tures elongated perpendicularly to the direction of ion inci-
dence, which evolve further into apparent ripple structures
perpendicular to the direction of ion incidence. The wave-
length and amplitude (peak-to-peak) of the ripple are about
13 and 6.5 nm, respectively, traveling with a speed of about
5 nm/s (slightly higher than the etch rate) in the direction of
ion incidence. At intermediate hi¼ 15 and 30, the surface
features exhibit an intermediate appearance, or a transition
from randomly to regularly roughened surface features with
increasing hi.
At hi¼ 75 and 80 or grazing incidence, small grooves
elongated parallel to the direction of ion incidence occur at
relatively early times (t< 5 s) after the start of etching,
which evolve further into small ripples or slitlike grooves
parallel to the direction of ion incidence. The wavelength
and amplitude of the ripple are both <5 nm. It is noted here
that the slitlike grooves are longer at hi¼ 80 than at 75,
and that at hi 75, some of them tend to enlarge signifi-
cantly with time to form a wide, deep groove (>10 nm in
width and >30 nm in depth) on etched surfaces; in the simu-
lation, such wide, deep grooves appear at some times and do
not appear at other times, which is attributable presumably
to the Monte Carlo calculation of stochastic processes using
random numbers, and may occur on tapered sidewalls during
FIG. 3. (Color online) Time evolution of the surface features of Si etched in Cl2 plasma, simulated with the ASCeM-3D for different ion incidence angles of hi¼ (a) 0,
(b) 15, (c) 30, (d) 45, (e) 60, (f) 75, and (g) 80 under similar calculation conditions of Fig. 2 (Ei¼ 100 eV, Cn0/Ci0¼ 100, Co0¼Cp0¼ 0). [Reproduced in part
with permission from H. Tsuda, Y. Takao, K. Eriguchi, and K. Ono, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 51, 08HC01 (2012). Copyright 2012 The Japan Society of Applied Physics.]
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plasma etching for pattern definition. At an intermediate
hi¼ 60, the surface features exhibit an intermediate appear-
ance or a transition of the ripple structures from perpendicu-
lar to parallel to the direction of ion incidence with
increasing hi.
Figure 4 shows the etch rate and rms surface roughness as
a function of etching time t for different ion incidence angles
hi derived from the simulations of Fig. 3. Here, the rms
roughness at time t is calculated from the rms average or










½ z m; nð Þ  z2
vuut ; (1)
where (m, n) denotes the location of the outermost substrate
cells in the (x, y) coordinates, z (m, n) denotes the ordinate at
the cell location (m, n) at time t, z ¼ ð1=N2Þ PNm¼1
PN
n¼1
z ðm; nÞ is the arithmetic average of the z values within the
surface area of W2¼ 50 50 nm2 concerned, and N2¼ 185
 185 is the number of the cell locations or data points
therein. Moreover, the etch rate at time t is also calculated
from the difference in the average or mean ordinate z
between tþDt and t: ER ¼ z tþ Dtð Þ  z tð Þ =Dt. The etch
rate at any angle hi of incidence exhibits a significant
increase immediately after the start of etching and then
maintains an almost constant value during etching. The etch
rate is maximum at hi¼ 0 or normal incidence, decreasing
with increasing hi, which reflects the known angle
dependence of the etch yield taken in the ASCeM model for
ion-enhanced etching reactions.50
In contrast, the rms surface roughness exhibits a markedly
different behavior: the roughness increases gradually with
time at any angle hi of incidence, after some induction period
(RMS  0.2–0.3 nm at t< 5 s); then, the roughness tends to
reach steady state (RMS  1–2 nm) roughly in t< 60 s at
hi¼ 0–60. On the other hand, at hi¼ 75 and 80 or grazing
incidence, the rms roughness continues to increase signifi-
cantly with time (RMS> 5–6 nm at t> 120 s), corresponding
to the formation of a wide, deep slitlike groove as seen in
Figs. 3(f) and 3(g). At further increased hi 85, the rough-
ness remains small (RMS  0.2 nm), without the following
evolution with time. It is noted here that the evolution of the
rms roughness at hi¼ 0 is not consistent with the results of
plasma etching experiments of blank Si substrates in SF6
(Refs. 9, 23, 26, and 31) and CF4/O2 (Ref. 14) previously
reported, which showed a continuous increase in roughness
with time >10–20 min.
Nanoscale ripple structures formed on Si by off-normal or
oblique ion incidence has attracted much attention in recent
noble-gas ion-beam experiments (Neþ, Arþ, Krþ, and Xeþ
beams of several hundred eV to a few tens of keV),69–76 from
the viewpoint of the fabrication of well-organized nanostruc-
tures. A transition from randomly roughed to regularly rippled
surface features and a transition of the ripples from perpendic-
ular to parallel to the direction of ion incidence, which occur
depending on beam incidence angle, have also attracted atten-
tion of theoretical studies,69,72,75,77–83 from the viewpoint of a
fundamental interest in beam–surface interactions. In plasma
environments, the oblique incidence of ions should occur on
feature sidewalls during etching for pattern definition, and so
the formation mechanisms for such surface ripples would be
responsible for the LER and LWR formed thereon. However,
it is difficult to carry out experiments to elucidate the effects
of oblique ion incidence in plasma etching environments; in
effect, the feature profiles are too small and/or too complex
for nanoscale devices to diagnose plasma–surface interactions
on patterned feature surfaces during etching. Moreover, it is
hard to distinguish the sidewall roughness and/or ripples
caused by plasma–surface interactions themselves from those
caused by the other effects such as mask edge roughness, as
mentioned earlier. The experiments using blank substrates are
also difficult, because the ion incidence is usually normal to
planar substrate surfaces after being accelerated through the
sheath on substrates immersed in plasma. It is noted that in
plasma environments, only a few numerical and experimental
studies of Sawin et al. have so far been concerned with effects
of the oblique ion incidence on blank Si substrates in Ar
plasma beam etching, showing the nanoscale surface rough-
ening and rippling in response to ion incidence angle onto
surfaces,24,28 prior to our numerical study.
2. Effects of ion energy (Ei)
Figure 5 shows the surface features of Si at t¼ 60 s after
the start of etching in Cl2 plasma, simulated for different ion
incident energies in the range Ei¼ 20–500 eV with incidence
FIG. 4. (Color online) Etch rate as a function of etching time in the range (a)
0 t 20 s and (b) 0 t 120 s, together with the rms surface roughness as
a function of time in the range (c) 0 t 20 s and (d) 0 t 120 s, for dif-
ferent ion incidence angles in the range 0  hi 85. These are the data
derived from the simulations of Fig. 3. [Reproduced in part with permission
from H. Tsuda, Y. Takao, K. Eriguchi, and K. Ono, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 51,
08HC01 (2012). Copyright 2012 The Japan Society of Applied Physics.]
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angles of hi¼ 0, 45, and 75. The other calculation condi-
tions in the ASCeM-3D are the same as those of Fig. 3
(Cn
0/Ci
0¼ 100, Co0¼Cp0¼ 0). Note that the surface features
for Ei¼ 100 eV of interest here are the same as those shown
at t¼ 60 s in Figs. 3(a), 3(d), and 3(f), and the corresponding
etch rate and rms surface roughness are shown in Fig. 6 as a
function of Ei. The etch rate increases with increasing ion
energy Ei at any incidence angle hi; moreover, for a given Ei,
the etch rate is larger at hi¼ 0 and 45 than at hi¼ 75.
These reflect the ion-enhanced etching characteristics of Si
taken in the model or the known energy and angle dependen-
ces of the etch yield for ion-enhanced reactions.50,52,54
The rms roughness increases with increasing Ei at hi¼ 0
and 45. It is noted here that at hi¼ 0, the increase in rough-
ness with Ei is consistent with the results of some plasma
etching experiments of blank Si substrates in Cl2 previously
reported,11 while it is inconsistent with those of some other
plasma experiments of Si etching in Cl2 (Ref. 25) and
SF6;
9,26 in effect, the experiments showed an increase11 and
a decrease9,25,26 in roughness with increasing rf bias power
or dc self-bias voltage. In Fig. 5(b), the ripple structure at
hi¼ 45 is seen to be significant in the range Ei  50–200
eV, while it tends to fade away for further increased Ei with
the appearance of squamous features; in addition, the ripple
wavelength at hi¼ 45 is about 13 nm for Ei¼ 100 eV,
increasing with increasing Ei, which is consistent with the
extrapolation of the experimental observations of Arþ and
Krþ beam bombardment (Ei¼ 500–2000 eV, hi¼ 15) on
c-Si.71 On the other hand, the rms roughness at hi¼ 75
increases gradually and then significantly with increasing Ei;
correspondingly, in Fig. 5(c), the ripple at hi¼ 75 is seen to
enlarge significantly for increased Ei> 100 eV, resulting in a
wide, deep groove.
3. Effects of neutral flux (Cn
0/Ci
0)
Figure 7 shows the surface features of Si at t¼ 60 s after
the start of etching in Cl2 plasma, simulated for different
incoming neutral-to-ion flux ratios in the range
Cn
0/Ci
0¼ 10–500 with ion incidence angles of hi¼ 0, 45,
and 75. The other calculation conditions in the ASCeM-3D
are the same as those of Fig. 3 (Ei¼ 100 eV, Co0¼Cp0¼ 0).
Note that the surface features for Cn
0/Ci
0¼ 100 of interest
here are the same as those shown at t¼ 60 s in Figs. 3(a),
3(d), and 3(f), and the corresponding etch rate and rms sur-
face roughness are shown in Fig. 8 as a function of Cn
0/Ci
0.
The etch rate increases and tends to be saturated with
increasing neutral flux Cn
0/Ci
0 at any incidence angle hi;
moreover, for a given Cn
0/Ci
0, the etch rate is larger at
hi¼ 0 and 45 than at hi¼ 75. These also reflect the
ion-enhanced etching characteristics of Si taken in the
FIG. 5. (Color online) Surface features of Si at t¼ 60 s after the start of etching in Cl2 plasma, simulated for different ion energies in the range Ei¼ 20–500 eV
with ion incidence angles of hi¼ (a) 0, (b) 45, and (c) 75. The other calculation conditions in the ASCeM-3D are the same as those of Fig. 3 (Cn0/Ci0¼ 100,
Co
0¼Cp0¼ 0). Note that the surface features for Ei¼ 100 eV of interest here are the same as those shown at t¼ 60 s in Figs. 3(a), 3(d), and 3(f).
FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Etch rate and (b) rms surface roughness at t¼ 60 s
as a function of ion energy in the range Ei¼ 20–500 eV with ion incidence
angles of hi¼ 0, 45, and 75 derived from the simulations of Fig. 5.
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model, or the known Cn
0/Ci
0 and angle dependences of the
etch yield for ion-enhanced reactions.50,52,54
The rms roughness at hi¼ 0 peaks at Cn0/Ci0  50 and
then decreases with increasing Cn
0/Ci
0. It is noted here that
at hi¼ 0, the decrease in roughness with Cn0/Ci0 is consist-
ent with the results of some plasma etching experiments of
blank Si substrates in SF6 previously reported,
9 while is
inconsistent with those of some other plasma experiments of
Si etching in SF6 (Ref. 26) and Cl2 (Ref. 25); in effect, the
experiments showed a decrease9 and an increase25,26 in
roughness with increasing feed gas pressure. The decrease in
roughness with increasing Cn
0/Ci
0 at hi¼ 0 is considered to
be due to increased chemical effects (chemical and
ion-enhanced etching reactions) as compared to those of
sputtering. The rms roughness at hi¼ 45 increases with
increasing Cn
0/Ci
0 and then tends to remain almost constant
for further increased Cn
0/Ci
0> 50. In Fig. 7(b), the ripple
structure at hi¼ 45 is seen to be significant in the range
Cn
0/Ci
0  50–200, while it tends to fade away for further
increased Cn
0/Ci
0; in addition, the ripple wavelength at
hi¼ 45 is the shortest for Cn0/Ci0  100, being about 13 nm.
On the other hand, the rms roughness at hi¼ 75 increases
gradually and then significantly with increasing Cn
0/Ci
0; cor-
respondingly, in Fig. 7(c), the ripple at hi¼ 75 is seen to
enlarge significantly for increased Cn
0/Ci
0> 100, resulting in
a few wide, deep grooves, similarly to the roughened surface
features at hi¼ 75 for Ei> 100 eV in Fig. 5(c).
4. Effects of oxygen flux (Co
0/Ci
0)
Figure 9 shows the surface features of Si at t¼ 60 s after
the start of etching in Cl2/O2 plasma, simulated in the pres-
ence of incoming oxygen fluxes from the plasma (Co
0 6¼ 0)
with ion incidence angles of hi¼ 0, 45, and 75. The
oxygen-to-ion flux ratio concerned is in the range Co
0/Ci
0
¼ 0–0.5, and the other calculation conditions in the
ASCeM-3D are the same as those of Fig. 3 (Ei¼ 100 eV,
Cn
0/Ci
0¼ 100, Cp0¼ 0). Note that the surface features for
Co
0/Ci
0¼ 0 of interest here are the same as those shown at
t¼ 60 s in Figs. 3(a), 3(d), and 3(f), and the corresponding
etch rate and rms surface roughness are shown in Fig. 10 as
a function of Co
0/Ci
0. The etch rate decreases substantially
with adding oxygen fluxes Co
0/Ci
0 at any incidence angle hi
owing to surface oxidation; moreover, for a given
Co
0/Ci
0> 0, the etch rate is smaller at hi¼ 0 and 45 than at
hi¼ 75. These reflect the etching or sputtering characteris-
tics of oxidized Si taken in the model, or the known Co
0/Ci
0
and angle dependences of the etch or sputter yield for ener-
getic ions on oxidized surfaces.51,56 In effect, the etch yield
FIG. 7. (Color online) Surface features of Si at t¼ 60 s after the start of etching in Cl2 plasma, simulated for different neutral-to-ion flux ratios in the range
Cn
0/Ci
0¼ 10–500 with ion incidence angles of hi¼ (a) 0, (b) 45, and (c) 75. The other calculation conditions in the ASCeM-3D are the same as those of Fig. 3
(Ei¼ 100 eV, Co0¼Cp0¼ 0). Note that the surface features for Cn0/Ci0¼ 100 of interest here are the same as those shown at t¼ 60 s in Figs. 3(a), 3(d), and 3(f).
FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) Etch rate and (b) rms surface roughness at t¼ 60 s
as a function of neutral-to-ion flux ratio in the range Cn
0/Ci
0¼ 10–500 with
ion incidence angles of hi¼ 0, 45, and 75 derived from the simulations of
Fig. 7.
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for ion-enhanced reactions is known to be maximum at
hi¼ 0, decreasing with increasing hi,50,52,54 while the sput-
ter yield peaks at hi  60–70;51,56 in addition, at hi¼ 0 for
Clþ ions of Ei¼ 100 eV, the ion-enhanced etch yield on Si
surfaces chlorine saturated is known to be about eight times
larger than the sputter yield on SiO2.
57
The rms roughness at hi¼ 0 and 45 increases with
increasing Co
0/Ci
0, peaks at Co
0/Ci
0 0.1, and then
decreases. It is noted here that at hi¼ 0, the increase in
roughness with Co
0/Ci
0 is consistent with the results of
plasma etching experiments of blank Si substrates in Cl2/O2
previously reported,84 which showed an increase in rough-
ness with increasing O2 flux added; this is attributed to local
surface oxidation or the local formation of oxide micromasks
during etching. Moreover, in Fig. 9(a), the roughened surface
features at hi¼ 0 exhibit nanoscale columnar structures like
pillars for increased Co
0/Ci
0> 0.1, as has been observed in




88 In Fig. 9(b),
the ripple structure at hi¼ 45 is seen to be the most signifi-
cant for Co
0/Ci
0¼ 0 or in the absence of oxygen fluxes, and
it fades away for increased Co
0/Ci
0> 0 with the appearance
of squamous features that are analogous to those on rough-
ened surfaces at hi¼ 45 for Ei¼ 500 eV in Fig. 5(b). On the
other hand, the rms roughness at hi¼ 75 continues to
increase gradually with increasing Co
0/Ci
0; correspondingly,
in Fig. 9(c), the ripple at hi¼ 75 is seen to be the most sig-
nificant for Co
0/Ci
0  0–0.01 and tends to fade away for fur-
ther increased Co
0/Ci
0 with the appearance of squamous
features. However, it should be noted that the roughened sur-
face features at hi¼ 75 for Co0/Ci0> 0 or in the presence of
oxygen fluxes do not exhibit wide, deep grooves that occur
at hi¼ 75 for Ei> 100 eV in Fig. 5(c) and for Cn0/Ci0> 100
in Fig. 7(c).
5. Effects of etch byproduct flux (Cp
0/Ci
0)
Figure 11 shows the surface features of Si at t¼ 60 s after
the start of etching in Cl2 plasma, simulated in the presence
of incoming etch/sputter byproduct fluxes from the plasma
(Cp
0 6¼ 0) with ion incidence angles of hi¼ 0, 45, and 75.
The returning probability concerned is in the range
Pr¼ 0–0.5, and the other calculation conditions in the
ASCeM-3D are the same as those of Fig. 3 (Ei¼ 100 eV,
Cn
0/Ci
0¼ 100, Co0¼ 0). Note that the surface features for
Pr¼ 0 or Cp0¼ 0 of interest here are the same as those
shown at t¼ 60 s in Figs. 3(a), 3(d), and 3(f), and the
FIG. 9. (Color online) Surface features of Si at t¼ 60 s after the start of etching in Cl2/O2 plasma, simulated in the presence of incoming oxygen fluxes from
the plasma (Co
0 6¼ 0) with ion incidence angles of hi¼ (a) 0, (b) 45, and (c) 75. The oxygen-to-ion flux ratio concerned is in the range Co0/Ci0¼ 0–0.5, and
the other calculation conditions in the ASCeM-3D are the same as those of Fig. 3 (Ei¼ 100 eV, Cn0/Ci0¼ 100, Cp0¼ 0). Note that the surface features for
Co
0/Ci
0¼ 0 of interest here are the same as those shown at t¼ 60 s in Figs. 3(a), 3(d), and 3(f).
FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) Etch rate and (b) rms surface roughness at t¼ 60 s
as a function of oxygen-to-ion flux ratio in the range Co
0/Ci
0¼ 0–0.5 with
ion incidence angles of hi¼ 0, 45, and 75 derived from the simulations of
Fig. 9.
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corresponding etch rate and rms surface roughness are
shown in Fig. 12 as a function of Pr. It is further noted that
in the case of hi¼ 0 under these conditions, e.g., the respec-
tive probabilities Pr¼ 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 correspond to
the ratios Cp
0/Ci
0  0.10, 0.21, 0.41, and 1.0 of the byprod-
uct to ion fluxes coming from the plasma onto substrate
surfaces during etching.42 The etch rate decreases slightly
with increasing returning probability Pr or byproduct flux
Cp
0/Ci
0 at any incidence angle hi; moreover, for a given Pr
or Cp
0/Ci
0, the etch rate is larger at hi¼ 0 and 45 than at
hi¼ 75. These reflect the ion-enhanced etching characteris-
tics of Si taken in the model with light deposition of etch/-
sputter byproducts on surfaces being etched,42 where the
etch yield has energy and angle dependences similar to those
for ion-enhanced reactions without deposition.
The rms roughness at hi¼ 0 and 45 increases with
increasing Pr or Cp
0/Ci
0. It is noted here that at hi¼ 0, the
increase in roughness with Cp
0/Ci
0 is consistent with the
results of 2D (Ref. 23) and 3D (Ref. 31) cellular Monte
Carlo simulations of SF6 plasma etching of Si, which
showed an increase in roughness in the presence of incoming
fluxes of byproducts or etch inhibitors; this is attributed to
local byproduct deposition or the local formation of byprod-
uct micromasks on surfaces during etching. In Fig. 11(b), the
ripple structure at hi¼ 45 is seen to be the most significant
for Cp
0/Ci
0¼ 0 or in the absence of byproduct fluxes, and it
tends to fade away for increased Cp
0/Ci
0> 0 with the ripple
wavelength of about 13 nm remaining almost unchanged,
although the rms roughness increases with increasing
Cp
0/Ci
0. On the other hand, the rms roughness at hi¼ 75
decreases substantially with adding byproduct fluxes
Cp
0/Ci
0; correspondingly, in Fig. 11(c), the ripple at hi¼ 75
is seen to be the most significant for Cp
0/Ci
0¼ 0 and tends to
be less significant for increased Cp
0/Ci
0> 0. It should be
noted that the roughened surface features at hi¼ 75 for
Cp
0/Ci
0> 0 or in the presence of byproduct fluxes do not
exhibit wide, deep grooves, similarly to the surface features
at hi¼ 75 for Co0/Ci0> 0 or with oxygen fluxes in Fig. 9(c).
The decrease in roughness and ripple with increasing Pr or
Cp
0/Ci
0 at hi¼ 75 would be consistent with plasma etching
processes to suppress the LER and LWR on feature side-
walls for pattern definition through etch inhibitor deposition
or passivation layer formation thereon.32,36
FIG. 11. (Color online) Surface features of Si at t¼ 60 s after the start of etching in Cl2 plasma, simulated in the presence of incoming etch/sputter byproduct
fluxes from the plasma (Cp
0 6¼ 0) with ion incidence angles of hi¼ (a) 0, (b) 45, and (c) 75. The returning probability concerned is in the range Pr¼ 0–0.5,
and the other calculation conditions in the ASCeM-3D are the same as those of Fig. 3 (Ei¼ 100 eV, Cn0/Ci0¼ 100, Co0¼ 0). Note that the surface features for
Pr¼ 0 of interest here are the same as those shown at t¼ 60 s in Figs. 3(a), 3(d), and 3(f). It is further noted that Pr is the probability assumed for the return of
the etch/ sputter products that have been desorbed from feature surfaces into vacuum and then gone out of the simulation domain (or gone out into the plasma)
during etching; e.g., in the case of hi¼ 0 under the present calculation conditions, the probabilities in the range Pr¼ 0–0.5 correspond to the ratios
Cp
0/Ci
0  0–1.0 of the byproduct to ion fluxes coming from the plasma onto substrate surfaces during etching.
FIG. 12. (Color online) (a) Etch rate and (b) rms surface roughness at t¼ 60 s
as a function of returning probability in the range Pr¼ 0–0.5 with ion inci-
dence angles of hi¼ 0, 45, and 75 derived from the simulations of
Fig. 11.
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6. Power spectral density analysis
To further characterize the roughened surface features,
the power spectral density (PSD) distribution as well as rms
roughness of feature surfaces is important,9,25,26 because the
rms roughness reflects only the vertical extent of the feature,
while the PSD gives the information on both its vertical and
lateral (or spatial) extent. In the PSD analysis, the 2D PSD
(2D-PSD) function P(kx, ky) at time t is calculated from
the 2D discrete Fourier transform (2D-DFT) of the 2D
surface height or depth distribution z(m, n) in the (x, y)
coordinates89–92












where the symbols W¼ 50 nm, N¼ 185, m, n, and z (m, n)
are the same as those in Eq. (1), j is the imaginary unit, kx
and ky are the spatial frequency in the x- and y-directions,
and DW¼W/N¼L¼ 2.7 A˚ is the ASCeM cell size or the
spatial dimension for analysis. The calculation is further fol-
lowed by the integration or discrete sum over one of the two
variables in the 2D-PSD to give the one-dimensional PSD
(1D-PSD) function at time t89,91
Px kxð Þ ¼
X
ky
P kx; kyð ÞDky ; (3)
where Px(kx) is the 1D-PSD along the x axis, Dky¼ 1/W is
the spatial frequency dimension for analysis, and Py(ky)
along the y axis is similarly given with Dkx¼ 1/W. Note that
the 1D-PSD function has a unit of third power to the length,
while the 2D-PSD has a unit of fourth power to the length.
Figure 13 shows the time evolution of the 1D-PSD distri-
butions Px(kx) and Py(ky) along the x- and y-axes for an ion
incidence angle hi¼ 0, extracted from that of the 2D-PSD
of the surface features of Si etched in Cl2 plasma shown in
the ASCeM-3D simulations of Fig. 3(a) (Ei¼ 100 eV,
Cn
0/Ci
0¼ 100, Co0¼Cp0¼ 0). Also shown in the figure are
the corresponding 2D images of the surface features simu-
lated, where the ion incidence is in the negative z direction.
The length scale concerned is the side length W¼ 50 nm of
the 2D square cross section of the ASCeM-3D simulation
domain with the cell size L¼ 2.7 A˚ (¼ 0.27 nm), which cor-
responds to the spatial frequency ranging from kx, ky¼ 0.02
to 3.7 nm1 in the reciprocal space. For the 1D-PSD curve,
the parameters of interest are9,25,26 the plateau height value
wa0 at smaller ka related to the vertical height or depth of
roughened surface features [Pa(ka)  wa0 at ka< ka0], and
the correlation length na0 (¼1/ka0) that defines the lateral
size of the roughness; moreover, the behavior at large ka
gives the fractal or self-affine nature of the roughness [Pa(ka)
/ 1=kaa at ka> ka0],92 where the exponent a is a constant
linked to the fractal dimension of the surface, and a¼ x and
y are for Px(kx) and Py(ky), respectively.
The analysis indicates that at hi¼ 0 or normal incidence,
the formation and evolution of the surface roughness is ran-
dom or isotropic, and correspondingly, the Px(kx) and Py(ky)
curves are similar at any time: the plateau value wa0 and cor-
relation length na0 increase with time, corresponding to the
increase in both vertical and lateral roughness, which is con-
sistent with the results of plasma etching experiments of
blank Si substrates in SF6 previously reported.
9 Note that the
values of wa0 and na0 tend to become unclear with time,
which is ascribed to the limit length scale W¼ 50 nm or its re-
ciprocal ka¼ 0.02 nm1 in the present analysis. In addition,
the Px(kx) and Py(ky) tails at high spatial frequencies remain
almost unchanged with time, exhibiting a fractal-linked con-
stant a  1 (extreme fractal) in the range 0.2< ka< 2 nm1.
FIG. 13. (Color online) Time evolution of the 1D-PSD distributions of (a) Px(kx) along the x-axis and (b) Py(ky) along the y-axis for an ion incidence angle
hi¼ 0 (normal incidence), extracted from that of the 2D-PSD of the surface features of Si etched in Cl2 plasma shown in the ASCeM-3D simulations of Fig.
3(a) (Ei¼ 100 eV, Cn0/Ci0¼ 100, Co0¼Cp0¼ 0). Also shown are the corresponding 2D images of the surface features simulated, where the ion incidence is in
the negative z direction. The length scale concerned is the side length W¼ 50 nm of the 2D square cross section of the ASCeM-3D simulation domain with the
cell size L¼ 2.7 A˚ (¼ 0.27 nm), which corresponds to the spatial frequency ranging from kx, ky¼ 0.02 to 3.7 nm 1 in the reciprocal space.
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This implies that the increase in roughness with time arises
primarily from an increase in height/depth of lower-
frequency (or longer-wavelength) components, without a
significant change in height/depth of high-frequency (or
short-wavelength) components.
Figures 14 and 15 show the time evolution of the 1D-PSD
distributions Px(kx) and Py(ky) along the x- and y-axes for ion
incidence angles hi¼ 45 and 75, respectively, also
extracted from that of the 2D-PSD of the surface features of
Si etched in Cl2 plasma shown in the ASCeM-3D simula-
tions of Figs. 3(d) and 3(f). The x- and y-directions shown
correspond to that parallel and perpendicular to the direction
of ion incidence, respectively, and the other figure properties
are the same as those of Fig. 13 for hi¼ 0. The analysis
indicates that at increased hi¼ 45 or oblique incidence, the
Px(kx) and Py(ky) curves are similar at early times (t< 5 s),
implying that the formation and evolution of the roughness
is then random or isotropic; in particular, the Px(kx) and
Py(ky) curves soon after the start of etching (t¼ 1 s) are
almost the same as those at hi¼ 0. On the other hand, the
evolutions of Px(kx) and Py(ky) are not similar thereafter
(t> 10 s), when Px(kx) exhibits a local apparent maximum at
the spatial frequency kx  0.06 nm1, corresponding to the
periodic or ripple structures of wavelength kx¼ 1/kx 
16 nm that evolve perpendicularly to the direction of ion
incidence.
The analysis further indicates that at further increased
hi¼ 75 or grazing incidence, the evolutions of Px(kx) and
Py(ky) are not similar at early as well as later times; in effect,
soon after the start of etching (t¼ 1 s), the plateau value is
FIG. 14. (Color online) Time evolution of the 1D-PSD distributions of (a) Px(kx) along the x-axis and (b) Py(ky) along the y-axis for an ion incidence angle
hi¼ 45 (oblique incidence), extracted from that of the 2D-PSD of the surface features of Si etched in Cl2 plasma shown in the ASCeM-3D simulations of Fig.
3(d). Also shown are the corresponding 2D images of the surface features simulated, where the ion incidence is in the x direction, and the other figure proper-
ties are the same as those of Fig. 13.
FIG. 15. (Color online) Time evolution of the 1D-PSD distributions of (a) Px(kx) along the x-axis and (b) Py(ky) along the y-axis for an ion incidence angle
hi¼ 75 (grazing incidence), extracted from that of the 2D-PSD of the surface features of Si etched in Cl2 plasma shown in the ASCeM-3D simulations of Fig.
3(f). Also shown are the corresponding 2D images of the surface features simulated, where the ion incidence is in the x direction, and the other figure proper-
ties are the same as those of Fig. 13.
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larger and the correlation length is smaller along the x-axis
than along the y-axis (wx0>wy0, nx0< ny0), and Py(ky) exhib-
its small maxima at spatial frequencies in the range
0.2< ky< 0.5 nm
1, implying that small grooves elongated
parallel to the direction of ion incidence tend to occur at rela-
tively early times. Moreover, at later times (t> 5 s), Px(kx)
remains almost unchanged with time, while Py(ky) exhibits
several maxima at frequencies in the range not only
0.2< ky< 0.5 nm
1 but also 0.1< ky< 0.2 nm
1; this corre-
sponds to small ripples or slitlike grooves of wavelengths in
the range 2< ky¼ 1/ ky< 10 nm, which evolve parallel to the
direction of ion incidence without a significant change in
roughness along the direction of ion incidence.
7. Mechanisms for surface roughening and rippling
Surface roughening is generally assumed to be 3D and
stochastic.24,28 The ASCeM-3D is a 3D Monte Carlo-based
simulation model for plasma-surface interactions and the
feature profile evolution during plasma etching. Thus, in the
ASCeM-3D, stochastic processes are intrinsically taken into
account through using random numbers in the Monte Carlo
calculation of the interaction of ions and neutrals with sub-
strate surfaces (surface chemistry and kinetics); random
numbers are also used in the determination of incoming pa-
rameters of ions and neutrals injected from the top of the
simulation domain (particle injection position, time, energy,
and angle). On nanometer scale, ions and neutrals incident
on surfaces are few in number during etching; e.g., the num-
ber of incident ions is estimated to be Ci
0ADT¼ 60 during
etching substrate surfaces of A¼ 1 nm2 in a depth D¼ 1 nm
with an etch rate ER¼ 100 nm/min, where Ci0¼ 1.0
 1016 cm2s1 is the ion flux concerned in this study, and
DT¼D/ER¼ 0.6 s is the etching time. Therefore, it is proba-
ble that the low-level surface roughening at not only the ini-
tial (or induction) but also the following stage of plasma
etching is stochastic at any angle hi of ion incidence, as seen
above in the PSD analysis of Figs. 13–15; in practice, the
stochastic roughening continues to occur during etching at
any hi, originating from the temporal as well as spatial uni-
formity of the incident flux and angle of ions and/or neutral
etchants on surfaces at microscale. However, the mecha-
nisms for the evolution of surface roughness and ripples with
time during etching are not yet fully understood.
A few mechanisms, such as geometrical shadowing,13
surface reemission of etchants,14–16,22 and effects of etch
inhibitors,23,31 have so far been invoked to interpret the evo-
lution of the surface roughness during plasma etching. The
ASCeM-3D model takes into account all these surface chem-
istry and kinetics, as described in Sec. II A 3. Further investi-
gations with the ASCeM-3D indicated that the surface
reemission of etchants (depending on the sticking probability
Sn) does not affect the evolution of roughness and ripples; on
the other hand, the etch inhibitor deposition or passivation
layer formation (depending on incoming fluxes Co
0 and Cp
0,
and also on sticking probabilities So and Sp) was found to
affect significantly the evolution of roughness and ripples, as
seen in Sec. II B 4 and Sec. II B 5. Note that the etch or
surface inhibitors concerned in this study are oxygen and
etch/sputter byproducts (hard and soft inhibitors,23,31 respec-
tively) coming from the plasma, and it is probable that the
local micromasking caused by local surface oxidation and
byproduct deposition results in roughened surface features at
microscale. In addition, the redeposition of etch/sputter
products desorbed from feature surfaces being etched
(depending on the sticking probability Sq) was also found to
affect the evolution of roughness and ripples, which is
ascribed probably to similar mechanisms.
The ASCeM-3D further indicated that the ion reflection
or scattering from surfaces on incidence is crucial for surface
roughening and rippling during plasma etching; in effect, it
was found that in the absence of the effects of ion reflection
(or assuming that all the ions incident on surfaces penetrate
into substrates without reflection), the roughness is reduced
substantially to a low level (RMS  0.2 nm) and the ripple
structures fade away, with the etch rate remaining almost
unchanged. Moreover, the ASCeM-3D indicated that at
increased surface temperatures Ts, the roughness is reduced
and the ripples tend to disappear, with the etch rate being
increased owing to effects of chemical etching reactions
enhanced; in addition, it was found that widening the angular
distribution of incoming ion fluxes (or decreasing the param-
eter R¼Ei/kTi) reduces the roughness and ripples without a
significant change of the etch rate, while the energy distribu-
tion of ion fluxes (e.g., a bimodal ion energy distribution)
does not affect the evolution of roughness and ripples.
Therefore, it is also probable that the effects of the ion reflec-
tion or scattering from microscopically roughened feature
surfaces on incidence is indispensable for the evolution of
surface roughness and ripples during plasma etching, while
the surface temperature (or chemical etching) and the ion
angular distribution (or ion temperature) play a role in
smoothing surfaces; in effect, the reflection of energetic ions
from feature surfaces leads to the concentration of them onto
the bottom of the feature,47 thus resulting in an increase in
roughness to its vertical as well as lateral extent.
Mechanisms for surface rippling in response to ion inci-
dence angle hi have so far been studied to interpret the
experiments of the interaction of keV ion beams with surfa-
ces, using a continuum model72,75,77,78,80–83 and Monte
Carlo simulation.69,72,79 The ripple orientation and wave-
length depending on hi were first predicted by a continuum
model of Bradley and Harper (B–H),77 taking into account a
competition between roughening caused by surface
curvature-dependent sputtering and smoothing caused by
surface diffusion of atoms. The B–H model was then
extended by adding a few mechanisms such as ion reflection
or scattering,78 ion-induced surface diffusion,80 geometrical
shadowing,81 and redeposition of sputtered atoms,83 to fur-
ther interpret the ripple wavelength and amplitude depending
on ion energy, ion flux, and surface temperature, along with
the evolution of ion-sputtered surface features. The Monte
Carlo simulation of beam–surface interactions was also
utilized to interpret the experiments, including all the
mechanisms taken in the B–H model.69,72,79 Similarly, the
Monte Carlo-based ASCeM-3D model for plasma–surface
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interactions also takes into account most of the surface
chemistry and kinetics that would occur, showing the forma-
tion and evolution of surface ripples during plasma etching
in response to ion incidence angle hi, as described above in
this Sec. II B. The ASCeM-3D implied that the ripples per-
pendicular to the direction of ion incidence on surfaces being
etched (typically at hi¼ 45 or oblique incidence) are caused
by both effects of the ion reflection or scattering from feature
surfaces on incidence and the locally different etch/sputter
yields thereon;47 in practice, the local angle h of ion inci-
dence varies with the local position on microscopically
roughened feature surfaces, thus giving locally different
etch/sputter yields. The ripples parallel to the direction of
ion incidence (typically at hi 75 or grazing incidence) are
considered to be due to both effects of the ion reflection or
scattering and the ion channeling on roughened feature
surfaces, as previously suggested,24,28 where the reflection
probability from surfaces on incidence increases with
increasing incidence angle hi.
41,47 However, a more relevant
understanding of the mechanisms for surface rippling during
plasma etching will require a further study including experi-
mental demonstrations of it.
III. EXPERIMENT
A. Experimental setup
Figure 16 shows the experimental setup. The ICP plasma
reactor consisted of a stainless-steel chamber 25 cm in diam-
eter and 30 cm high, a three-turn planar coil on a dielectric
window at the top, and a 4-in.-diameter electrode or wafer
stage at the bottom. The discharge was established by 13.56-
MHz rf powers of nominally PICP¼ 450 W. The wafer stage
was capacitively coupled to a 13.56-MHz rf power supply
through an impedance matching network for additional rf
biasing, where the rf bias power was varied in the range
Prf¼ 0–200 W to vary the ion incident energy Ei onto sub-
strate surfaces. The reactor chamber was evacuated to a base
pressure <106 Torr, and pure Cl2 gas was introduced
therein at a pressure of P0¼ 20 mTorr with a mass flow rate
of F0¼ 20 sccm.
Samples for etching were 4-in.-diameter blank Si(100)
wafers of n-type with a resistivity of q  10 and 0.02 X	cm,
which were pasted with silicone high vacuum grease into
place on the wafer stage that was water cooled. The samples
were cleaned through HF acid dipping followed by
deionized water rinsing, prior to experiments. In experi-
ments, a brief pre-etch breakthrough step (typically 10 s at
Prf¼ 30 W) was employed to remove native and/or chemical
oxide layers on Si, prior to main etch. The etched depth was
measured by stylus profilometry, and the etch rate was then
calculated by dividing the etched depth by the etching time
(typically tetch¼ 2 min); moreover, the etched surfaces were
examined by using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to mea-
sure the rms surface roughness (initially 
0.15 nm prior to
etching), and also by scanning electron microscopy to take
the corresponding surface image. Note that no wafer clean-
ing was done after etching. In addition, 100-nm-thick ther-
mally grown SiO2 films on Si were also employed in these
experiments to measure the etch selectivity of Si over SiO2.
Several plasma diagnostics were employed to characterize
the plasma around the wafer position during processing: opti-
cal emission spectroscopy (OES), Fourier transform infrared-
transmission absorption spectroscopy (FTIR-TAS),66,68 quad-
rupole mass spectrometry (QMS), and Langmuir probe mea-
surement. Moreover, FTIR-reflection absorption spectroscopy
(FTIR-RAS) was also employed to characterize substrate
surfaces during processing, in single reflection mode for the
IR beam at an incidence angle of 80.68 The dc self-bias volt-
age Vdc at the wafer stage was monitored by a voltage probe
to give a measure of the ion incident energy Ei¼Vp  Vdc
onto substrates, taking into account the plasma potential Vp
measured by the Langmuir probe.
B. Experimental results and discussion
1. Etch rate and rms surface roughness
Figure 17 shows the etch rates of Si and SiO2 and etch se-
lectivity of Si over SiO2, together with the rms surface
roughness of Si, as a function of ion incident energy Ei,
experimentally obtained in ICP plasma etching of Si in Cl2.
The error bars in the figure indicate the variation in the raw
data for more than ten etching experiments using sample
wafers with different as well as similar resistivities and
cleaning recipes. Note that in these experiments, the rms
roughness was measured for five different scan areas ranging
from 0.05 0.05 lm2 to 1 1lm2, showing the known
behavior that the larger the scan area, the larger the rough-
ness,93 although the Ei dependence of the roughness
remained unchanged. In practice, the data on the rms rough-
ness shown are those acquired for smaller scan areas of
0.05 0.05 lm2, 0.1 0.1 lm2, and 0.25 0.25 lm2 with
the resolution of 256 256 pixels, using AFM in tapping
mode with a tip radius less than 10 nm. Also shown in the
figure are the ERs and RMSs of Si at t¼ 120 s, obtained
through the ASCeM-3D simulation of Si etching in Cl2
plasma for different Ei¼ 20–500 eV with hi¼ 0 (normal ion
incidence) as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 6.
The experiments indicate that as the bias power Prf or ion
energy Ei is increased, the etch rates of Si and SiO2 increase
and the selectivity of Si over SiO2 decreases; on the other
FIG. 16. (Color online) Experimental setup for plasma etching using an ICP
reactor, including several plasma and surface diagnostics presently employed.
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hand, the rms surface roughness of Si increases, peaks at
around Ei  250 eV, and then decreases substantially. A
comparison between experiments and simulations indicates
that the ASCeM-3D reproduces well the increase in Si etch
rate with increasing ion energy in the whole Ei range investi-
gated and the increase in rms roughness of Si surfaces at
Ei< 250 eV; in contrast, the ASCeM-3D does not reproduce
the decrease in rms roughness of Si at Ei> 250 eV, where
the roughness decreases with Ei in experiments, while it con-
tinues to increase with Ei in simulations. Therefore, it is con-
cluded that the ASCeM-3D can reproduce the evolution of
3D roughened surface features during plasma etching of Si
at lower Ei< 250 eV, while the present ASCeM-3D model
cannot reproduce it at high Ei> 250 eV.
The disagreement of the rms surface roughness at high Ei
between the ASCeM-3D and experiments may be attribut-
able to effects such as chemical etching, surface diffusion
(or migration) of atoms, uv radiation, and etch byproducts
coming from the plasma; in practice, the former two would
tend to smooth surfaces at increased temperatures.94,95
The ASCeM-3D simulations of Si etching in Cl2 plasma
indicated that, e.g., at an increased surface temperature
Ts¼ 500 K, the rms roughness is reduced substantially to a
low level (RMS  0.2 nm) and the ripple structures fade
away, with the etch rate being increased by about 20% (as
compared to the results at Ts¼ 320 K in Sec. II B) owing to
effects of chemical etching reactions enhanced. Thus, the
increased Ts at increased Ei is considered to be a cause of the
disagreement because the surface temperature during plasma
etching was found to increase with increasing Prf or Ei, being
Ts  500 K at Ei¼ 500 eV, estimated through FTIR-RAS
measurement calibrated by using temperature labels.96
2. Etch byproducts in the plasma
Figure 18 shows the peak absorbance of SiCl4 at
620 cm1 (3 fundamental vibrational band
97) as a function
of ion incident energy Ei¼VpVdc, measured by
FTIR-TAS during ICP plasma etching of Si in Cl2. The ex-
perimental conditions are the same as those of Fig. 17, and
the calibration was made by filling the ICP plasma chamber
with pure SiCl4 gases at different pressures in the range
P0¼ 0.05–50 mTorr without discharge to estimate the abso-
lute concentration of etch byproduct neutrals SiCl4 in the
plasma.66,68 The experiments indicate that the peak absorb-
ance of the 620-cm1 SiCl4 band and thus the concentration
of SiCl4 in the plasma increases with increasing bias power
Prf or ion energy Ei, corresponding to the increase in etch
rate of Si with Ei as shown in Fig. 17(a); in effect, the con-
centration of SiCl4 or byproduct neutrals in the plasma dur-
ing etching is more than 10% of the feedstock Cl2 gas
density, [SiCl4]/[Cl2]> 0.1, at Ei> 200 eV. However, as
shown in Figs. 11(a) and 12, the ASCeM-3D simulation of
Si etching in Cl2 plasma with hi¼ 0 (normal ion incidence)
does not reproduce the decrease in rms surface roughness of
Si in the presence of incoming fluxes of etch/sputter byprod-
ucts from the plasma; in effect, the ASCeM-3D indicates
that the rms roughness increases with increasing returning
probability Pr or byproduct flux Cp
0/Ci
0 although the etch
rate decreases slightly with increasing Pr or Cp
0/Ci
0.
Figure 19 shows the integrated intensities of feedstock
gas ions Clx
þ (x¼ 1, 2) and etch byproduct ions SiClxþ
FIG. 17. (Color online) (a) Etch rates of Si and SiO2 and etch selectivity of
Si over SiO2, and (b) rms surface roughness of Si as a function of ion inci-
dent energy Ei¼Vp  Vdc, experimentally obtained in ICP plasma etching
of Si in Cl2 (PICP¼ 450 W at 13.56 MHz, Prf¼ 0–200 W at 13.56 MHz,
P0¼ 20 mTorr, F0¼ 20 sccm, tetch¼ 2 min). Here, Vp is the plasma potential
measured by a Langmuir probe, and Vdc is the dc self-bias voltage at the wa-
fer stage measured by a voltage probe. Also shown are the ERs and RMSs
of Si at t¼ 120 s, obtained through the ASCeM-3D simulation of Si etching
in Cl2 plasma for different Ei¼ 20–500 eV with hi¼ 0 (normal ion inci-
dence) as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 6.
FIG. 18. Peak absorbance of SiCl4 at 620 cm
1 as a function of ion incident
energy Ei¼Vp  Vdc, measured by FTIR-TAS during ICP plasma etching
of Si in Cl2. The experimental conditions are the same as those of Fig. 17.
The calibration was made by filling the plasma chamber with pure SiCl4
gases at different pressures P0 without discharge to estimate the absolute
concentration of etch byproduct neutrals SiCl4 in the plasma.
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(x¼ 0–4) as a function of ion incident energy Ei¼Vp  Vdc,
measured by QMS with the ionizer switched off during ICP
plasma etching of Si in Cl2. The experimental conditions are
the same as those of Fig. 17, and the QMS signal intensities
of isotopic components of the respective ions, originating
from naturally abundant isotopes of Si (28Si, 29Si, 30Si) and
Cl (35Cl, 37Cl), were integrated to estimate the amounts of
feedstock Clx
þ and byproduct SiClx
þ ions in the plasma. The
experiments indicate that the amounts of feedstock ions Clx
þ
in the plasma decrease with increasing bias power Prf or ion
energy Ei, while those of byproduct ions SiClx
þ increase
with increasing Prf or Ei, corresponding to the increase in
etch rate of Si with Ei as shown in Fig. 17(a); in effect, at
Ei> 200 eV, the byproduct ions SiCl
þ and SiCl3
þ in the




þ]> 1 (x¼ 1, 3), and so the incoming
ion flux from the plasma onto substrate surfaces tends to be
dominated by byproduct ions. However, the present
ASCeM-3D model cannot simulate the etch-byproduct ion
incidence on substrate surfaces because the situation is con-
tradictory to the basic assumption of the ASCeM (as men-
tioned in Sec. II A 1) that the ASCeM cell is rigid and
contains one Si atom therein.
Figure 20 shows typical side views of the Si(100) surface
at after 2000 impacts of Clþ and SiClþ beam ions thereon,
together with the depth profiles of Cl and Si atoms therein,
obtained through the classical MD simulation of etching for
Si/Cl and Si/SiCl systems with different beam energies of
Ei¼ 20–500 eV with hi¼ 0 (normal incidence). Inset is the
coverage or areal density of Cl atoms adsorbed on surfaces,
where the simulation cell is a square 32.58 A˚ on a side with
an initial depth of 26 A˚, and a monolayer (ML) contains 72
Si atoms (¼ 6.78 1014 atoms/cm2); in practice, the simula-
tion cell initially contains substrate or target atoms of 20 ML
FIG. 19. Integrated intensities of feedstock gas ions Clx
þ (x¼ 1, 2) and etch
byproduct ions SiClx
þ (x¼ 0–4) as a function of ion incident energy Ei¼Vp
 Vdc, measured by QMS with the ionizer switched off during ICP plasma
etching of Si in Cl2. The experimental conditions are the same as those of
Fig. 17. The QMS signal intensities of isotopic components of the respective
ions, originating from naturally abundant isotopes of Si (28Si, 29Si, 30Si) and
Cl (35Cl, 37Cl), were integrated to estimate the amounts of feedstock Clx
þ
and byproduct SiClx
þ ions in the plasma.
FIG. 20. (Color online) Typical side views of the Si(100) surface, together with the depth profiles of Cl and Si atoms therein, obtained through the classical
MD simulation of Clþ and SiClþ ion incidences with different energies of Ei¼ 20–500 eV at hi¼ 0 (normal incidence). Note that these are snapshots at after
2000 ion impacts, and the ions are assumed to be charge-neutral species with high translational energies, similarly to the ASCeM model. Inset is the coverage
or areal density of Cl atoms adsorbed on surfaces, where the simulation cell is a square 32.58 A˚ on a side with an initial depth of 26 A˚.
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or 1440 Si atoms, which are maintained during etching by
sometimes adding a layer of Si atoms at the bottom. Target
atoms in the bottom layer are fixed during the simulation,
while periodical boundaries are imposed in the horizontal
direction. Note that impinging particles in MD are also
assumed to be charge-neutral species with high translational
energies, similarly to the ASCeM model, and the interatomic
potential employed is an improved Stillinger–Weber type
previously developed.98,99 The MD simulations indicate that
for the Si/Cl system, the thickness of surface SiClx layers or
the penetration depth of Cl atoms increases with increasing
beam energy Ei, together with the coverage of Cl atoms
adsorbed; on the other hand, for the Si/SiCl system, the
thickness of SiClx layers peaks at Ei  100–150 eV, while
the coverage of Cl atoms decreases with increasing Ei.
Figure 21 shows the effective Si yield Y* per ion impact
as a function of incident energy Ei, obtained through the MD
simulation of Clx
þ (x¼ 1, 2) and SiClxþ (x¼ 0–4) ion inci-
dences on Si(100) surfaces with different Ei¼ 20–500 eV at
hi¼ 0 (normal incidence) as shown in Fig. 20. Note that in
the case of Clx
þ incidence, the effective Si yield Y* (per ion)
equals the Si yield Y (per ion), which is defined as the total
number of Si atoms desorbed from substrate surfaces per ion
impact; on the other hand, the effective yield is Y*¼ Y  1
in the case of SiClx
þ incidence, because one Si atom is inci-
dent on surfaces per SiClx
þ impact. Thus, the positive Y*
indicates the etching, while the negative Y* indicates the




þ incidences, the etching occurs in the whole Ei
range investigated, where the yield Y* increases with
increasing Ei. On the other hand, in SiCl
þ and SiCl2
þ inci-
dences, a transition from deposition to etching occurs at
around Ei  300 and 150 eV, respectively, where the yield
Y* increases with increasing Ei; moreover, in Si
þ incidence,
the deposition occurs in the whole Ei range investigated,
where the absolute value of the yield Y* decreases or the
deposition is reduced with increasing Ei. These are consist-
ent with the results of beam experiments previously
reported: SiClx
þ (x¼ 1–3) beams of Ei¼ 30 eV (Ref. 101)
and Clþ and SiClx
þ (x¼ 0, 1, 3) beams of Ei¼ 100–500 eV
(Ref. 102) incident on Si surfaces.
Similar situations may occur in the present ICP plasma
etching of Si in Cl2 at increased bias powers Prf or ion ener-
gies Ei; in practice, the experiments exhibit that the amount
of etch byproduct ions SiClþ and SiCl3
þ tends to be larger
than that of the feedstock gas ion Cl2
þ at Ei> 200 eV, as
seen in Fig. 19, owing to increased etch rates. The MD simu-
lations above exhibit that the SiClþ incidence on Si leads
to the deposition at Ei< 300 eV, while the etching at
Ei> 300 eV, where competitive effects of etching and depo-
sition would play some role in smoothing surfaces at
increased Ei. The results of a previous MD simulation
implied that the reflection or scattering behavior of energetic
silicon–halogen compounds on Si is different from that of
halogen.103,104 Moreover, the surface roughness is known to
be reduced by using cluster ion beams,105,106 owing to low
translational energies of the respective constituent atoms of
cluster ions incident on the surface. Thus, the increased
effects of etch byproduct molecular ions coming from the
plasma at increased Ei are considered to be a second cause
of the disagreement of the rms roughness at high
Ei> 250 eV between the ASCeM-3D and experiments as
seen in Fig. 17(b). However, a more relevant understanding
of the mechanisms for the decrease in roughness at increased
Ei presently observed in experiments will require a further
study including MD simulations of oblique incidence of
byproduct ions SiClx
þ on Si to reveal their reflection charac-
teristics thereon, which is crucial for surface roughening as
well as rippling as mentioned in Sec. II B 7.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Atomic- or nanometer-scale surface roughness and ripples
formed during Si etching in Cl2 and Cl2/O2 plasmas have
been investigated by developing an ASCeM-3D model for
plasma– surface interactions and the feature profile evolution
during plasma etching. The ASCeM-3D is a 3D Monte
Carlo-based simulation model, taking into account the
behavior of energetic ions Clþ, neutral reactants or etchants
Cl, reactive neutrals O, and etch products and byproducts of
SiClx and SiClxOy in microstructures, and on feature surfaces
thereon. The surface chemistry and kinetics included surface
chlorination, chemical etching, ion-enhanced etching, sput-
tering, surface oxidation, redeposition of etch products de-
sorbed from feature surfaces being etched, and deposition of
etch byproducts coming from the plasma, where the latter
three are responsible for passivation layer formation on fea-
ture surfaces. The model also took into account two-body
elastic collisions between energetic ions and substrate Si
atoms, to analyze the ion reflection or scattering from feature
FIG. 21. (Color online) Effective Si yield Y* per ion impact as a function of
incident energy Ei, obtained through the MD simulation of Clx
þ (x¼ 1, 2)
and SiClx
þ (x¼ 0–4) ion incidences on Si(100) surfaces with different
Ei¼ 20–500 eV at hi¼ 0 (normal incidence) as shown in Fig. 20.
[Reproduced in part with permission from N. Nakazaki, Y. Takao, K.
Eriguchi, and K. Ono, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 53, 056201 (2014). Copyright
2014 The Japan Society of Applied Physics.] Note that in the case of Clx
þ
incidence, the effective Si yield Y* (per ion) equals the Si yield Y (per ion),
which is defined as the total number of Si atoms desorbed from substrate
surfaces per ion impact; on the other hand, the effective yield is Y*¼Y  1
in the case of SiClx
þ incidence, because one Si atom is incident on surfaces
per SiClx
þ impact. Thus, the positive Y* indicates the etching, while the
negative Y* indicates the deposition.
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surfaces on incidence and/or the ion penetration into sub-
strates, along with geometrical shadowing of the feature and
surface reemission of neutrals. The simulation domain was
taken to consist of small atomic-size cubic cells 2.7 A˚ on a
side, and the evolving interfaces were represented by removing
Si atoms from and/or allocating them to the cells concerned.
Calculations were performed for a square substrate 50 nm
on a side by varying the ion incidence angle onto substrate
surfaces, typically with an incoming ion energy, ion flux,
and neutral reactant-to-ion flux ratio of Ei¼ 100 eV,
Ci
0¼ 1.0 1016 cm2s1, and Cn0/Ci0¼ 100 in the absence
of incoming fluxes of oxygen and etch byproducts
(Co
0¼Cp0¼ 0). Numerical results showed that nanoscale
roughened surface features evolve with time during etching,
depending markedly on the angle hi of ion incidence; in
effect, at hi¼ 0 or normal incidence, concavo-convex fea-
tures are formed randomly on surfaces. On the other hand, at
increased hi¼ 45 or oblique incidence, ripple structures
with a wavelength of the order of 15 nm are formed on surfa-
ces perpendicularly to the direction of ion incidence; in con-
trast, at further increased hi 75 or grazing incidence,
small ripples or slitlike grooves with a wavelength of <5 nm
are formed on surfaces parallel to the direction of ion inci-
dence. In addition, it was found that at hi 75, some of
them tend to enlarge significantly with time to form a wide,
deep groove (>10 nm in width and >30 nm in depth) on
etched surfaces, which appeared at some simulations and did
not appear at others, being attributable presumably to the
Monte Carlo calculation of stochastic processes using ran-
dom numbers.
Such surface roughening and rippling in response to ion
incidence angle onto substrate surfaces were also found to
depend significantly on ion energy (Ei¼ 20–500 eV) and





0¼ 0–0.5), and etch byproducts (Pr¼ 0–0.5 or
Cp
0/Ci
0  0–1.0): the increase in Ei tends to enhance the
roughening and rippling. The increase in Cn
0 tends to sup-
press the roughening at hi¼ 0 (owing to increased chemical
effects of chemical and ion-enhanced etching reactions),
while it tends to enhance the rippling at hi 45. The
increase in Co
0 and Cp
0 (or the passivation layer formation)
tends to increase the roughness at hi¼ 0 (owing to local
micromasking caused by local surface oxidation and byprod-
uct deposition), while it tends to suppress the rippling at
hi 45. The 2D-PSD analysis of the roughened feature
surfaces simulated was made in some cases to further char-
acterize the lateral as well as vertical extent of the roughness.
Then, possible mechanisms responsible for the formation
and evolution of surface roughness and ripples during
plasma etching have been discussed, including stochastic
roughening, local micromasking, and effects of ion reflec-
tion, surface temperature, and ion angular distribution. The
ASCeM-3D implied that effects of the ion reflection from
roughened feature surfaces on incidence is crucial for the
evolution of surface roughening and rippling during plasma
etching, while the increased surface temperature (or chemi-
cal etching) and the increased ion angular distribution (or
ion temperature) cause smoothing surfaces.
Moreover, plasma etching experiments of blank Si sub-
strates in Cl2 were conducted by varying the rf bias power or
ion incident energy to verify the validity of our ASCeM-3D
model. A comparison of the etch rate and rms surface rough-
ness between experiments and simulations indicated that the
ASCeM-3D with hi¼ 0 reproduces well the experiments at
Ei< 250 eV; on the other hand, the ASCeM-3D does not
reproduce the rms roughness at high Ei> 250 eV, although it
reproduces well the etch rate behavior thereat, where the
roughness decreases with increasing Ei in experiments, while
it continues to increase with Ei in simulations. Possible
mechanisms for this disagreement between the ASCeM-3D
and experiments have been discussed with the help of sev-
eral plasma and surface diagnostics and classical MD simu-
lations for Si/Cl and Si/SiCl systems, being attributable to
effects of the increased incoming fluxes of etch byproduct
ions SiClx
þ and/or increased surface temperatures at
increased Ei.
A more relevant understanding of the mechanisms for the
surface rippling during plasma etching presently observed in
ASCeM-3D simulations (hi 45) will require a further
study including experimental demonstrations of it, where
some control of the plasma sheath on blank Si substrate
surfaces will be indispensable for off-normal or oblique ion
incidence thereon. A more relevant understanding of the
mechanisms for the decrease in roughness at increased Ei
presently observed in plasma etching experiments (hi¼ 0)
will require a further study including MD simulations of
oblique incidence of byproduct ions SiClx
þ on Si to reveal
their reflection behavior thereon. Further studies are also
now in progress for a more comprehensive understanding of
the mechanisms responsible for the evolution of surface
roughness and ripples during plasma etching; in particular,
several plasma etching experiments of Si previously reported
(hi¼ 0) showed a continuous increase in roughness with
time >10–20 min, which cannot be fully reproduced by the
present ASCeM-3D.
The surface roughening and rippling during plasma etch-
ing, as observed in our ASCeM-3D simulations, could occur
on feature sidewalls and bottom surfaces in plasma etching
for pattern definition. Thus, such numerical investigations
followed by a comparison with experiments would be useful
and indispensable to find plasma etching conditions for con-
trolling the surface roughness and ripples in the fabrication
of nanoscale microelectronic devices. The surface rippling
in response to ion incidence angle on surfaces in plasma
etching environments would also be useful for the fabrica-
tion of well-organized nanostructures using plasmas, as well
as be of interest from the viewpoint of a fundamental study
of plasma–surface interactions, we believe.
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